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“THE BOHEMIAN EMBASSY are completely Cult status, I love the songs and I love THE BOHEMIAN 
EMBASSY…The very best in British original music " 

BBC Radio 6 Cerys Matthews 
 

"Interesting, thoughtful instrumentation, clever arrangements and a really catchy chorus. Vocally it's somewhere 
between Morrissey and The Arcade Fire, which is never a bad thing. From the discordant beginning to the climactic 

ending, via the thumping choruses, it takes you on a journey, in the best of ways." 
The Heavy 

 

‘’Imagine Supergrass and The Move playing a Battle Of The Bands all in one song.’’ 
Venue Magazine 

 
THE BOHEMIAN EMBASSY release their second E.P entitled SEEK LOVE, which will be available worldwide as a digital download on the 3rd March. With                        
an extensive U.K, European Tour and an ever building fanbase, THE BOHEMIAN EMBASSY have had both headline and support performances at venues                      
such as O2 Arena London alongside The Heavy, Selfish Cunt, Skindred, Supergrass, The Wave Machines, You Love Her Coz She’s Dead and Casio Kid to                         
name a few. Ben Angel (Lead Vocal + Guitar), Luke Cradoc (Bass) and Louis Lanfear (Drums) are the founding members of THE BOHEMIAN                       
EMBASSY all of whom originate from Bath, UK alongside recent additions Will Jeffries (Guitar) and Jade Morris (Violins). With influences from The                      
Clash, The Who, Lou Reed, Empire of the Sun, Rage Against The Machine, to Jimi Hendrix and being referenced to Supergrass, David Bowie, The Smashing                         
Pumpkins and Pixies,  it is palpable to distinguish THE 
 
BOHEMIAN EMBASSY are as diverse in their style as they are with their venturesome stage presence. Furthermore; after their critically acclaimed album                      
BUILT FOR THE FUTURE L.P released in 2012, the five piece collective have defined their unique sound in a somewhat familiar yet paradoxical fashion.                        
Describing themselves as Alt Rock, Punk and Skittle rave depicting how they “don't just write edgy catchy rock tunes, they also live it, breathe it and drink it.’’                            
Gaining jaw recognition from presenters on stations such as Fusion Radio as jaw dropping. In their outlandish music video for THE SONG the band are                         
covered in tribal paint whilst their music video for RATS IN PARADISE shows footage of their energy rich and passionate live performance, visually cementing                        
their valiant persona. After listening to the tracks featured on SEEK LOVE, it is clear to apprehend the manner that vocalist Ben Angel applies his unique                          
identity and shows how he is undoubtedly a master of his craft. His cool yet powerful voice, alongside his charisma as a live performer, effortlessly grabs                          
your attention in every track. Drummer, Louis Lanfear, brings an explosive and innovative backbeat, not just in the way he plays but also in the incredible drum                           
sound he achieves especially in the technicality of RATS IN PARADISE. The two guitarists, Ben Angel and Will Jeffries, remake and transform                      
guitar; together their guitar hooks captivate you throughout every song. Each member of THE BOHEMIAN EMBASSY brings a unique influence to the E.P                       
and  together  they  create  a  blend  of  complementary  elements,  producing  a future visionary sound like no other. 
 
THE BOHEMIAN EMBASSY have an array of live shows forthcoming in the UK and Europe, along with an American tour to celebrate the release of SEEK                          
LOVE. Additionally; the band have a vast number of Radio interviews, scheduled airplay, live sessions and press coverage in the lead up to this release.                         
With tastemakers such as BBC Radio 6 behind them, it is easy to envision a momentous career about to unfold. 
 
Watch  this  space  for  imminent  updates  as  THE  BOHEMIAN  EMBASSY  are  set  for  worldwide 
 
WEBSITE: http://www.thebohemianembassy.co.uk/ 
FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/thebohemianembassy 
SOUNDCLOUD: https://soundcloud.com/thebohemianembassy 
TWITTER: https://twitter.com/BohemianEmbassy 
 
For all press and radio enquiries please contact michael@mastermindpromotion.com 

 
 
 


